VIDEO TRANSCRIPT

Narrator: The world around us is accelerating.
New technologies are fueling the next wave of
mission capabilities, changing the way we live,
work, and defend our nation. At Accenture
Federal Services, we are leading in the new,
harnessing the power of disruption to deliver the
solutions you need to accelerate advantage now
and ensure mission readiness.
00:00:34 Human centered design is at the heart
of all that we do, ensuring the solutions we
deliver meet the real expectations of the men
and women who depend on them. Today,
through a virtual reality solution, we are enabling
pilots to visualize, refine, brief and rehearse their
combat missions before they strap in their jets.
00:00:55 It’s an innovative approach that has
transformed mission planning into an immersive,
multi domain, multi participant, 3D environment.
Today we are automating intelligence for the war
fighter with video analytics and data fusion,
extracting insights from multiple sources for a
holistic operating picture, including video feeds
from CCTV, UAV, or open source IOT sensors,
environmental factors forecasts and social
media.
00:01:24 Today we are shifting the cyber
balance of power away from our adversaries and
enabling our clients to engage in the proactive
defense measures needed to hunt, defend and
outmaneuver adversaries. Today we are
accelerating our military advantage by putting
critical health insights into the hands of
commanders and power into the hands of our
soldiers through a precision health insight tool, a
smart device that leverages analytics, big data
and advanced visualizations for a holistic view of

both individual and unit readiness before
deployment. and provides an instant view of
force readiness.
00:02:02 Today we are supporting the men and
women who serve our nation by creating ways
for them to seamlessly connect to the
information, tools, and people they depend on to
be successful in their everyday lives. We are
leading in the new now, harnessing the power of
disruption and putting it to work to accelerate
advantage.
00:02:23 We are bringing the power of
Accenture’s global community of experts and
advanced technology, billions of dollars of
investment in research and development, and
strategic alliances and partnership together to
serve your mission today. Let’s discover what
new looks like for you.
00:02:51 [End of recording.]
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